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Wondershare Flash to iPhone converter is a professional conversion tool that can convert
Flash to iPhone video(SWF to iPhone) with excellent quality. Besides converting Flash to
iPhone MP4, it can also convert Flash audio to MP3, M4A, and AAC files for playback on your
iPhone and various audio players.

Wondershare Flash to iPhone provides you with powerful video editing functions which allows
you to crop video, add watermark, batch convert, etc.

Convert SWF and Flash video to iPhone video.
Edit video with unique editing features to crop video and add watermark.
Batch convert multiple files at a time.

Key Features

Convert Flash to iPhone/iPhone 3G
Convert Flash (SWF) to iPhone video with high output quality, and extract and convert Flash
audio to MP3, M4A and ACC for playback on iPhone and various audio players.

Powerful conversion functions
Powerful Flash video editing (Crop, add watermark, Import the Flash files from IE
cache, etc)

Crop video
Crop your Flash video to remove the unnecessary parts.

Add watermark
Let you add a customized watermark on the output file to prevent others from using it
without your permission.

Import the Flash files from the IE cache
Save the Flash files from the web pages you have viewed recently and let you choose
and convert your favorite files.

Show Flash information
Show the version, total frames, time length and other information of each imported
Flash file.

Batch conversion
Convert more than one Flash files at a time.
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Easy to use
Convert Flash to iPhone with just a few clicks

Free technical support
Provide you with 7X24 hours online e-mail technical support.

Why choose Wondershare Flash to iPhone Converter?

Wondershare Flash to iPhone Converter can convert your SWF and FLV files to
iPhone video and iPhone audio with excellent output quality.
Wondershare Flash to iPhone Converter lets you convert multiple Flash files at a time
and saves you from the hassle of one-by-one conversion.

System Requirement

Supported OS     Windows NT4/2000/2003/XP and Windows Vista
Processor     >750MHz Intel or AMD CPU
Free hard disk space     100 MB or more
RAM     256 MB or above
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